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which large magnification was obtained by attaching a small
mirror to the magnet suspended within the coil. A ray of
light was reflected from the mirror on to a scale, thus
providing a pointer of vast length and no weight. It is
said that the idea of using the reflecting mirror occurred to
him at a moment when he had happened to notice a
reflection of light from his monocle.
In 1858 the cable-laying expedition started out again.
Whitehouse again refused to sail, and Thomson was asked
to supervise the testing-room on the Agamemnon^ unpaid.
He was not provided with resistance coils and other instru-
ments for which he had asked. When the Agamemnon had
been at sea for two days, she encountered a tremendous
storm, that lasted for eight days. Two hundred and fifty
tons of cable had been coiled on the upper deck. As
the ship pitched and rolled, the heavy coils strained the
deck, and made openings an inch wide between the planks.
The electrical testing-room was flooded, members of the
crew were injured, the coal broke loose, and portions of the
cable became tangled. After the Agamemnon had been
at sea for over a month, and numerous breakages had been
repaired and immense difficulties had been overcome,
completion of the laying approached as the ship neared
Ireland. A junior member of the electrical staff described
afterwards in the Sydney Morning Herald how on August
3rd, as the ship entered shallow water, Thomson entered
the testing-room, "evidently in a state of enjoyment so
intense as almost to absorb the whole soul and create
absence of mind." On August jth, the end was landed,
and at five minutes to four Thomson sent the first electrical
signal from Europe to America, receiving the reply five
minutes later. The electrical operation of the cable was
now handed over to Whitehouse.
The successful completion of the cable was celebrated
with enthusiasm throughout Britain and America. Immense
public expectation had been aroused by the achievement
But the expectation was rapidly disappointed. During
the first week of Whitehouse's operation no messages were
sent through the cable. He had discontinued the use of

